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ABSTRACT

use cryptography. With pre-shared keys, the legitimate parties encrypt and decrypt their messages (which operations
are performed at the application layer on the back-end of the
devices). Attackers without the keys often resort to making
series of guesses to retrieve the message out of the ciphertext,
which consumes much more resources in computation and
time. Thus, typical cryptographic approaches assume that
the interested parties are computationally bounded. Despite
the maturity of the field and the pervasive use in modern
days, such cryptographic approaches are continuously facing
challenges due to the development in computing.
We take a fundamentally different approach for wireless
confidentiality and implement security at the antenna level
by fuzzing the signal with jamming and disallowing the unauthorized eavesdroppers from receiving the signal. To contrast with cryptography, cryptanalysts operate to retrieve the
plaintext given the ciphertext while our approach prevents
the eavesdroppers/cryptanalysts from receiving the correct
ciphertext. Thus, our scheme operates orthogonally to cryptographic mechanisms and offers integrity protection even
when the eavesdroppers are computationally capable.
Our work offers a transmitter-receiver strategy for confidentiality. In specific, we incorporate friendly jamming at
the transmitter (where artificial interference is used for beneficial reasons) and signal cancellation at the receiver (which
cancels the signal by destructive interference at the analog
domain or sample subtraction at the digital domain). Both
techniques of friendly jamming and signal cancellation break
the more conventional and well-studied models in their respective fields: in friendly jamming, the jamming source is
not malicious, as is the case in prior jamming work that
threatens communication availability; and signal cancellation
breaks the additive signal and noise model by considering the
destructive interference of EM signals. Thus, both fields are
still young and the deployment limited. For instance, friendly
jamming (or any intentional RF interference) is illegal in the
US, and successful implementation of signal cancellation has
begun to appear only recently, e.g., in full duplex work in
a non-security context [1–3]. Due to the lack of implementation and deployment, we focus on making theoretical contributions and producing fundamental results that produce
bases for designing our scheme.
In contrast to much prior work that studies friendly jamming and signal cancellation separately, we offer a coupled
protocol leveraging both techniques. Furthermore, in contrast to other work that offers a sophisticated scheme tailormade to a particular receiver, we emphasize simplicity in
the protocol design by making it receiver-independent and
take advantage of the open medium in wireless by building a

Cryptographic protocols for confidentiality are oblivious to
the unique challenges and advantages that wireless communication presents, mainly due to the open and public medium.
We design a protocol at the wireless-specific physical and link
layers and build a system that is information-theoretically
secure against eavesdropping. Leveraging both friendly jamming and signal cancellation, Noah offers a novel keyed noise
flooding protocol for wireless confidentiality. In contrast to
prior work in wireless security, Noah protocol and its security
properties are independent of the individual receiver’s channel and do not require the channel link information (such
as the channel condition and the antenna location) on the
transmitter side. Thus, Noah supports multicast, taking advantage of the inherent broadcast nature of wireless medium,
and defeats advanced channel-controlling eavesdroppers by
making it impossible to physically separate the transmission
and jamming. In this paper, we present the Noah protocol
and provide fundamental insights in jamming and rate control for designing Noah.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication uses an open medium, which bypasses the physical medium establishment (typically in wires
or optical fiber cables), makes the maintenance easier, and
facilitates device mobility. Furthermore, it supports simultaneous communication in one-to-many communication (from
single transmitter source to multiple receiver destinations),
enabling more efficient delivery of messages than sharing a
dedicated unicast link. However, the openness in wireless
medium introduces security vulnerabilities. The medium access is more feasible than wired communication (where the
attacker needs to physically tap the wire medium to breach
the message integrity), as any wireless node equipped with
radio hardware to capture the electromagnetic (EM) propagation is capable of receiving the transmitted message. Furthermore, the eavesdropping threat is entirely passive and
leaves no trace evidence of breach.
A well-studied approach to enforce message integrity is to
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multicast protocol to support multiple receivers. We further
elaborate on the novelties of our work in Section 2.2.
We make an analogy to the narrative of Noah’s Ark. Our
protocol floods the channel space with noise signals (much
like God in the story flooding the earth), and the selected
authorized users (the living creatures selected to board the
ark) nullify the noise by cancellation (the ark surviving the
flood). Thus, we name our keyed multicast protocol Noah;
the Noah transmitter floods the network (God) and the Noah
receivers cancel the flooding effect (Noah’s ark). A network
of users, coexisting with other users, share a pre-shared information advantage in key and are authorized to access the
communication; such network is called Noah network.
In this paper, we make four major contributions: first,
we contrast with prior work in wireless confidentiality and
present the Noah protocol; second, we construct a model that
captures signal cancellation and friendly jamming (which advancements challenge the traditional jamming model); third,
we show the optimality of our transmitter-receiver coupled
strategy and the jamming design (although some results are
the same as those from the traditional jamming model, this
contribution is important as we base our analyses on a different model); fourth, we analyze the power and the rate control
in a multicast scenario. The control over jamming (interference) power and the communication rate enables us to leverage the channel capacity and achieve information theoretic
security. At the end, we present an optimal Noah design
that supports multicast communication to the legitimate receivers while simultaneously defending against eavesdroppers
who not only know the Noah transmitter-receiver’s channel
but are also capable of controlling their own channel gains or
spaces. For clarity of presentation (e.g., to avoid unnecessary
variables and introduce the necessary variables as they are
used), we take a modular approach in developing our model
and analyses; Section 6 builds on Section 5.

2.

PRIOR WORK AND NOAH PRINCIPLES

In Section 2.1, we provide a literature review in signal
cancellation and other nulling techniques (e.g., orthogonal
channel space access in space or processing) and in advanced
jamming (that goes beyond Gaussian jamming, which is the
capacity-optimal choice when the strategy is chosen independent to that of the transmitter [4–7]). Then, in Section 2.2,
we highlight the novelties of Noah and establish the principles
that will dictate the design of Noah.

2.1

Related Work in Jamming and Nulling

Researchers traditionally studied jamming as a threat to
wireless availability where jammers inject noise to degrade
the channel quality [8–11]. However, some study a more
sophisticated threat to cancel the victim’s transmission by
injecting highly synchronized signals to cause destructive interference at the receiver antenna [4, 12–16]. Although such
attack is information-theoretically optimal (unless the attacker’s power is significantly less than the victim’s power) [4],
the precise synchronization requirement in time and frequency
makes the attack difficult without the legitimate transmitter’s cooperation and limits its feasibility (e.g., static and
slow-fading environment). As a result, the analysis of such
cancellation-based jamming attacks has largely remained within
theory [4, 12, 13] and in-computer simulations [14–16].
In contrast to the traditional malicious use, jamming has
recently began garnering attention to facilitate wireless integrity. In friendly jamming, jamming is used for benign
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purposes [17–28] and challenges the more conventional principle that jammers are malicious (which principle is also reflected by the policy where many countries such as the US
forbid the radio transmission of artificial interference by law).
The benign nature of the jamming also makes the implementation of cancellation-based jamming more feasible than the
case of using it for malicious purposes, since it motivates cooperation to facilitate synchronization between the jammer
and the legitimate parties. To realize the nulling effect at the
legitimate receiver, wireless researchers use diversity in multiple antennas (from the transmitter or the receiver) [17–19],
in third-entity parties (outside of the transmitter and receiver) [20, 21], or in both multiple antennas and third-party
helpers [22, 23]. Noah does neither; it is based on single
antenna and does not require an external node to facilitate
security. Since Noah does not rely on spatial diversity for
its security properties, it is not vulnerable to threats that
leverage the diversity information, which threat has shown
to be effective against the aforementioned friendly jamming
schemes [24]. In Section 2.2, we further discuss the advantages of our approach over the state-of-the-art that relies on
multiple antennas/entities.
Qin et al. [25] offers an OFDM-based friendly jamming
scheme that uses a single antenna chain. However, much like
other precoding-based MIMO work, their jamming requires
the channel information of the receiver, and the scheme is
vulnerable when the eavesdropper is within the null space of
the jammer’s channel. In contrast, Noah uses after-channel
postcoding at the receiver for jamming cancellation, which
does not require the feedback of the receiver’s channel information to the transmitter and makes the jamming and signal
transmission inseparable to any eavesdropper.
There are other friendly jamming approaches performing
omnidirectional jamming without nulling or signal cancellation [26,29,30], which approaches are simpler but experience
more interference and noise at legitimate receivers than the
aforementioned cancellation-based schemes and Noah. Such
non-cancellation based friendly jamming has also been used
for other applications such as physical-layer key sharing between a transmitter and a receiver [31, 32]; our contributions
are orthogonal to these work since we build on pre-established
keys and assume multicast with multiple receivers; building
on a keyed network enables our scheme to achieve greater
security and overcome a more advanced attacker who has
greater control in channel and processing. Others have used
such technology for access control [20, 27, 28] where unauthorized transmission is jammed, often disabling the channel
altogether (even for legitimate users), but our aim is to establish message integrity of the transmissions and thus the
focus is on passive eavesdropping threats.

2.2

Noah’s Design Principles and Novelties

Much prior work in Section 2.1 offers modular design. By
having the jamming cancellation implemented toward the
end of the transmitter (as is done in prior work) or the beginning of the receiver (as is done in Noah), the jamming cancellation schemes support generality in physical layer designs;
the security measure of jamming cancellation is independent
to and can be built on any logical mappings of modulation
and coding. Noah also shares this attribute.
However, Noah’s jamming scheme differs from prior work
in two aspects: it only requires single antenna and the cancellation is based on postcoding at the receiver (i.e., the cancellation is implemented after the channel and at the receiver).

These features offer many advantages in the system design
over the prior work in literature, such as:

vantage within the trusted domain, e.g., the secrecy of k. For
instance, a key can be established at bootstrapping through
Diffie-Hellman exchange or physical-layer key sharing [31,32]
Hardware Noah’s single-antenna design lessens the radio
and its randomness amplified by a pseudo-random generator.
hardware requirements, as there is no need for multiFurthermore, by Kerckhoff’s principle, the attackers know
ple antennas or external entities for facilitation. This
the processing chain of the transmitter and the correspondlightweight nature consequentially offers easier setup
ing decoding strategy. Thus, the only disadvantage of the
and wider adoption potentials.
unauthorized attackers comes from the secrecy of k.
Control communication Noah transmitter does not reAll receivers (legitimate receivers and attackers) are synquire the legitimate receiver’s channel information (the
chronized and use the same channel. Thus, the network
medium access control information, the antenna’s spaintegrity does not rely on random channel access schemes
tial location, the link state information in amplitude
in time, frequency, and space (e.g., beamforming) although
and phase, etc.).1 Thus, it can bypass the prerequisite
such schemes can operate orthogonally and provide an adprocess of the transmitter learning the receiver’s chanditional layer of defense. Furthermore, Noah does not rely
nel information. Otherwise, a typical method is via
on processing-based spreading techniques such as direct sedirect feedback, which requires an additional commuquence spread spectrum (DSSS) due to its inherent spreading
nication overhead from the receiver to the transmitter
cost, typically incurred either in frequency, time or both [10,
(Noah still requires a training process, so that the re15]. In other words, Noah is efficient in its channel resource
ceiver learns about its own channel). Bypassing such
use (as it does not spread the spectrum, which process restep can especially reduce the overhead load in environserves and uses more frequency bandwidth or time than the
ments with greater fluctuation in channel (fading).
actual goodput delivery requires) and is broadcast friendly
Security Noah provides additional security. In addition
(as it does not limit its transmission to some spatial domain).
to reducing the feasible threat space by bypassing the
We assume correct training and channel estimation, so
channel feedback, Noah transmitter’s single-antenna struc- that the receiver learns about the channel from the source
ture mixes the jamming and the desired message signal
transmitter to itself. Noah performs and updates channel
and makes them physically inseparable. Thus, threats
estimation for every coherence interval in time, frequency,
on confidentiality that uses spatial diversity to separate
and space to limit the fading effect, and the channel disthe signals, e.g., [24], are infeasible.
tribution remains intact during the transmission of x. For
Multicast Noah supports one-to-many communication. Prior instance, OFDM is used for flat fading in frequency, and
schemes rely on transmitter precoding and thus all transknown preamble signals can be sent for every coherence time
missions are tailor-made to the receiver’s states. In
and space. Such assumptions are standard in signal cancellacontrast, Noah has the transmitter sending receivertion, described in Section 2.1, or other interference alignment
independent signals and the receiver implementing jamwork, e.g., collaborative MIMO. Noah, by design, is easier to
ming cancellation. Thus, Noah can take advantage of
achieve such feats than prior work since it does not require
the inherently broadcast nature of wireless and support
the training at the transmitter, as described in Section 2.2.
one-to-many communication.
We evaluate Noah based on the security gain over the unauthorized eavesdroppers and the rate performance in channel
capacity. Since Noah injects interference by jamming, the in3. SYSTEM MODEL
terference power (relative to the transmission signal’s power)
We use radio communication for transferring digital inforplays a key role. To capture this, we use the widely-studied
mation (e.g., computer bits) from one source transmitter to
channel capacity C, as it is strongly correlated with the
one or multiple receivers. The source data, denoted by x, has
signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR). Even though
finite entropy, e.g., it has discrete distribution with finite alour analyses holds for any performance metric (or any exphabet size (possible values), and is processed at the physical
pression of the channel capacity) that is strictly increasing
layer to be converted into electromagnetic (EM) signal wavewith SINR, we use the Shannon capacity for our multicast
form, suitable for air propagation. Since RF communication
analysis. We later show the optimality in Gaussian jamming
relies on EM field propagation, multiple signals arriving at
and motivate using the Shannon capacity in Section 5. For
the antenna superpose with each other.
multicast, we observe the sum aggregate rate.
We consider an environment where there is a single source
We introduce R to be the transmitter’s information transtransmitter and multiple receivers and eavesdroppers, e.g.,
mission rate. By definition, the channel capacity C provides
downlink. A network constructs a trusted domain where
a fundamental upper bound on the reliable information transthe members exclusively share a key k, and all members in
mission rate R. For confidentiality, we control R in the Noah
the network are the intended recipients, or the legitimate retransmitter while assuming packet-based encoding and deceivers, of the transmitter’s communication. When the netcoding, so that the receiver can either receive the packet corwork uses Noah protocol for confidentiality, we call it Noah
rectly or incorrectly. For example, undersampling (such as
network. Any receivers outside of the network does not have
focusing only on every other samples) and receiving those
the key k and has no legitimate access to the communication.
samples correctly does not yield any information about the
The attackers nevertheless are interested in x and eavesdrop
packet message. The control in R enables us to ensure conto learn about x. The message data x and the pre-shared key
fidentiality, as we will see in Section 6.
k are independent. It is standard that security researchers
The rate control assumes the worst-case receiver channel
build their schemes on a priori established information adinformation even though it does not require the individual
1
receiver’s channel information. This lower bound effectively
As discussed in Section 3, the Noah’s rate and power control
defines the Noah’s secure transmission range and the scope
makes use of the lower bound of the receivers’ channel gains,
which can be set as a system parameter. However, it does
of Noah’s communication, as any receiver with worse channel
not require the information of the individual receivers.
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than the bound cannot reliably communicate with the Noah
transmitter. Because it determines the multicast transmission rate, this bound affects the performance of all the legitimate receivers, and thus we set it as a system parameter
to define the Noah network, i.e., the Noah network receivers
operate within the Noah’s secure transmission range. The
dynamic control of the Noah transmission range (such as
the feedback-based power and rate control and the tradeoff
analysis between the aggregate performance and the lowest
receiver performance) and the use of network-layer protocols
such as multi-hop relaying and flooding (e.g., to communicate
to the receivers who move outside of the Noah transmission
range) are beyond the scope of this paper.
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+

+

+

T’

n

(a) Additive noise (n), the transmitter
strategy (T and J), and the receiver’s (J 0
and T 0 ) for Section 5
J’, T’

J’, T’

4.

NOAH SCHEME

J’, T’

Noah incorporates friendly jamming at the transmitter and
signal cancellation at the receivers. As discussed in the design principles (Section 2.2), the transmission is independent
of the receiver’s channel (allowing multicast), and Noah is
implemented toward the end of the processing chain (the
transmitter adds jamming at the later processing end and
the receiver cancels the jamming at the earlier front end).

Ha

Receiver a

J’, T’

Hb

T, J

J’, T’

Source
transmitter

J’, T’

J’, T’
Receiver b

4.1

J’, T’

Transmitter’s Jamming

J’, T’

Even though random jamming is typical in wireless security, Noah jamming design presents further challenges because the jamming signal needs to be securely shared within
the Noah network prior to its transmission. In other words,
without knowing k, the jamming signal should be random
in distribution p and retain the information entropy of k (to
make it difficult for the unauthorized eavesdroppers to guess
k and the cancellation signal); and with k, jamming signal
needs to be deterministic. To incorporate randomness, the
jamming signal needs to be chosen out of a certain distribution, pre-agreed within the Noah network. Suppose this
distribution is p. Noah does not rely on the secrecy of p.
(Section 5 later shows that the Noah transmitter will flood
Gaussian noise for jamming, i.e., p ∼ N (0, PJ ), where N
is the Gaussian distribution and PJ is the jamming power.)
To satisfy the jamming requirements, Noah users first use
k to generate a normalized Uniform random variable; the
mapping is deterministic and injective, and the randomness
comes from the entropy of k. Then, the spacings between the
variable values are adjusted by applying F −1 where F is the
CDF of p, so that the likelihood of the values are equal.
As the two-step mappings are public information by Kerckhoff’s principle, the security of Noah (e.g., the randomness
of Noah jamming) depends on the strength of k. For instance, if k has an entropy level that is as great as the size of
the physical-layer samples produced by the Noah transmitter, then Noah can effectively realize a one-time pad. If we
have further channel resources, e.g., greater power budget to
overwhelm the message delivery, then we can devise a scheme
to realize perfect security. Such development (e.g., placing
assumptions on k and other resources for greater security
strength) is beyond the scope of this paper.

4.2

(b) Channel diversity for multiple receivers for Section 6 (the channel links are
only drawn for Receiver a and Receiver b
for sample representatives)
Figure 1: Theoretical models
based cancellation and achieves cancellation at the thermal
noise level at about -174 dBm/Hz. To achieve such feat for
multicast scenario, all receivers locally incorporate dynamic
feedback-based differential control with known jamming signal as their references. For instance, to achieve tight phase
synchronization, Noah receivers can use PLL with differential
VCO. The synchronization error (e.g., PLL is not aggressive
enough) and self-interference can be captured in our noise
model in Section 5.1.

5.

JAMMING AND NULLING ANALYSIS

In this section, we study the optimal transmitter-receiver
strategy for the jamming and the cancellation design. While
we define jamming to mean any artificial RF interference, we
show here that the optimal jamming is to imitate the channel
noise in Gaussian. Even though Gaussian jamming to inject
noise-like signals is standard in wireless security [5, 6, 18, 33],
our model significantly diverges from the traditional wireless jamming model and needs careful investigation for the
jamming design. The two key differences between our model
and the traditional model are that 1) jamming is to help the
cause of the legitimate network, and 2) the source signal and
the jamming signal originate from the same transmitter. Due
to these key differences, we carefully study the transmitterreceiver design in this section even though the end results of
our theoretical analysis concur with the prior literature using
the more traditional jamming models.
To further motivate our analysis, we compare and contrast
our model with a related model in correlated jamming [4,
7, 12]. In correlated jamming model, the malicious jammer
has the a priori access to the data x and the capability to
utilize x for generating J. Even though the optimal jam-

Receiver’s Cancellation

Noah receiver cancels the jamming signal at the sample
level. For instance, with training and channel estimation
(Section 3), proof-of-concept implementation work (for full
duplex radios in a non-security context) has demonstrated
signal cancellation in both analog and digital domains [1–
3]. In particular, Bharadia et al. [3] offers a single-antenna
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Proof. If J = J(k) and H(J|k) = 0, the receiver receives
T (x) + J(k) + n and adds J 0 , which results in T (x) + J(k) +
n + J 0 (k). Since J(k) + J 0 (k) is interference and its power
is non-negative, the physical SINR to decode x is maximized
when the interference J +J 0 is minimized in amplitude. Since
the Noah receiver knows both the transmitter’s strategy of
J (public information) and k (privately shared information
within the Noah network), J 0 = −J(k) is feasible, which
yields J + J 0 = 0 and achieves the maximum SINR.

ming strategy is to perform correlated jamming that cancels
the source transmission signal at the receiver’s antenna, the
study of correlated jamming has largely been left as a theoretical exercise [4, 12, 13, 15] and deemed with limited practical
applications [14] because it is difficult for a remote attacker
to achieve the access to x in advance due to causality (both
signal generation and travel takes time). In contrast, in our
model, a Noah transmitter is capable of using x to generate
J since the transmitter self-jams and both signal generations
for message delivery and jamming happen within the same
entity. Therefore, Noah may choose to utilize x to generate
J. Nevertheless, in this section, we prove the ineffectiveness
of using x for jamming control.

5.1

Lemma 1 is valid if the corresponding source transmitter
(Noah transmitter) chooses the jamming strategy J such that
J is only controlled by k. However, since the transmitter
self-jams (in fact, T and J originate from not only the same
processer but also the same antenna), it can choose to use
both x and k to control J, i.e., J = J(k, x) and H(J) =
H(k) + H(x) (since k and x are independent). Using both x
and k yields greater entropy in J, i.e., H(J(k, x))−H(J(k)) =
H(x) > 0. Nevertheless, we show the ineffectiveness of using
x to control J for wireless confidentiality and conclude that
J = J(k) and I(J; x) = 0 in Lemma 2.2 We first define
security gain which will be used in the proof.

Theoretical Model

We consider signal superposition and adopt additive interference and noise model. As depicted in Figure 1(a), the
transmitter takes scalar zero-mean source symbol x, processes it with a mapping of T (which focuses solely on effectively delivering x, e.g., T = T (x)), and adds jamming signal
of J. The transmission experiences channel noise n in Gaussian distribution with zero mean (e.g., because of numerous
noise sources). After the propagation through the wireless
channel, the receiver adds J 0 and then maps it via function T 0
to an estimate of x, x̂ (for instance, it is common to have T 0 =
T −1 , so that x̂ = x if n = 0). The mappings of T , J, J 0 , and
T 0 are for control (i.e., the transmitter-receiver pair is free to
choose them), given that they are deterministic and assume
non-zero processing delay for causality. In addition, T , J, J 0 ,
and T 0 are lossless (in information), and the entropy remains
the same from the function mapping, e.g., H(J(α)) = H(α)
and H(J(α, β)) = H(α, β) = H(α) + H(β) − I(α; β), where
H(·) is the entropy of the variable within the parenthesis.
The estimate, x̂ (or x) is not known until the sequential mappings are complete. The message x is random and uniformly
distributed (which maximizes the information content), and
thus H(x) = log2 A bits, where A is the alphabet size of
x. By Kerckhoff’s principle, T, J, J 0 , and T 0 are known, and
Noah relies solely on the pre-shared key k for security, i.e., k
is only shared within the Noah network. The key k is independent to both x and n, as discussed in Section 3; in fact,
x, k, and n are mutually independent.

5.2

Definition Given the received signal T + J + n, the security
gain of the legitimate users over the unauthorized users is
the increase in information obtained from having the authorization (knowing k) over not having the authorization (not
knowing k) in the estimation of x, i.e., H(x|T + j + n) −
H(x|T + j + n, k).
Lemma 2. At the transmitter, generating J by utilizing x
(i.e., I(J; x) > 0) offers no security gain over using k only.
Proof. We use contradiction to prove that utilizing x
offers no additional security gain and that the randomness
of J is limited by H(k). Let’s suppose the receiver strategy of J 0 = −J (Lemma 1) and the transmitter strategy of
J = J(k, x) offers additional security gain over the case of
using J = J(k). By causality, the receiver does not know x
when its antenna(s) receives the signal. However, a receiver
could attempt to estimate x via some x̃; x̃ is independent of k
since x and k are independent, and x̃ 6= x̂ because of causality
and processing delay. Suppose a Noah receiver can use x̃ to
realize J 0 = −J, i.e., it can find x̃ such that J 0 = −J(k, x̃) to
cancel the jamming signal; otherwise, J 0 6= −J. Then, since
x̃ does not rely on the secrecy of k, the attacker without k
can also find such x̃, and therefore any security gain from
using x̃ to generate J and J 0 is null. Thus, by contradiction,
the network’s security gain over an eavesdropper does not
increase by using x to control J.

Main Results

In this section, we show that the transmitter’s jamming
imitates wireless noise in Gaussian and the receiver will cancel the jamming. This coupled transmitter-receiver strategy
simultaneously achieves the optimal performance for Noah
users, which means the strategy performs as well as or better than any other transmitter-receiver strategy. Our result
holds regardless of the eavesdropper’s strategy (for example, the eavesdropper can know and control the transmittereavesdropper channel [24]). We first establish the optimality
of the receiver’s jamming cancellation in Lemma 1. Then,
in Lemma 2, we show that the transmitter does not utilize
x (for example, to perform correlated jamming [4, 14, 15])
while assuming cancellation for the receiver strategy. Lastly,
in Lemma 3, we reduce our problem into the standard jamming problem of degrading the channel quality and establish
that the optimal transmitter strategy is Gaussian jamming
and to imitate channel noise. The lemmas yield Theorem 1.

Now, we design Noah’s jamming to disrupt eavesdropping.
Lemma 3. At the transmitter, J in Gaussian is optimal
in C, given J 0 = −J (Lemma 1) and J = J(k) (Lemma 2).
Proof. From Lemma 1, the receivers within the network
cancels J, making its design moot to them. However, its design affects the security against an unauthorized eavesdropper (who does not have the key k and thus experiences random J). Our problem reduces into the legitimate transmitter
worsening its channel link to the eavesdropper. With Guassian n, Lemma 2 (independence between J and x and thus no
correlated jamming), and general T , it is known that Guassian J minimizes the channel capacity [5,6] and the minimum
squared error (MSE) [4, 7].

Lemma 1. At the Noah receiver, J 0 = −J is the optimal
strategy in SINR, and it is feasible if J is a function of k and
k only, i.e., J = J(k) and H(J|k) = 0.

2

In contrast, if the jamming source is malicious, J = J(k, x)
(correlated jamming) is the optimal strategy [4, 12, 13, 15].
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Theorem 1. The coupled transmitter-receiver strategy of
Gaussian jamming in J and the exact jamming cancellation
of J 0 = −J is optimal in legitimate user’s SINR and offers
positive security gain against an unauthorized eavesdropper.

demonstrates signal cancellation that achieves the thermal
noise level on a radio-based implementation. Thus, the SINR
and the capacity in bps per Hz, respectively, are:
(H P
i T
if i ∈ N
2 ,
2σn
(1)
SINRi =
Hi PT
, if i ∈
/N
H P +σ 2

Proof. The three lemmas combined proves Theorem 1.

i

We provide a transmitter-receiver coupled strategy that
provides security gain for the authorized network and the
optimality in channel capacity (and MSE). It also adheres to
our design principles in Section 2.2 and supports a modular
design that provides generality in implementation by having
T decoupled with J and k. (If we were to control T for
implementing security, as opposed to having T given as in
here, a joint optimization design using T and J is possible.)

6.1

n

Ci = log(1 + SINRi ), ∀i

(2)

Noah receivers (i ∈ N ) effectively nullify jamming and their
performances are independent of PJ .
Our optimization problem is to maximize the aggregate
communication rate performance by controlling PT and PJ :
X 0
maximize
Ri
PT ,PJ

6.

J

MULTICAST ANALYSIS

subject to

Theoretical Model

In this section, we study multicast (where one source transmitter delivers messages to multiple receivers). While we
largely build on the model in Section 5.1 (in which we focused on wireless unicast), we now incorporate spatial diversity with variable channels across the receivers to study a
multi-user environment. The set of the legitimate receivers
in the Noah network is denoted with N , i.e., if i ∈ N , then
the receiver i is an intended recipient of the source transmission. In contrast, any user outside of the network, i.e., i ∈
/ N,
is unauthorized to receive the transmission. As depicted in
Figure 1(b), any receiver i will experience a channel effect
of Hi , which is a channel gain in power where Hi < 1, ∀i
3
. As established in Section 5, the source user transmits two
independent signals in T and J, and its total transmitter
power is PT + PJ , where PT is the power used for the transmission of the message T (x) and PJ is that for the securityenforcing jamming. In turn, the receiver i receives a power of
Hi (PT +PJ ). The total power budget of the transmitter is P ,
i.e., PT + PJ ≤ P , and the noise power is σn2 . The processed
version of x, T and the jamming signal, J are independent,
as established in Section 5.2. As discussed in Section 3, the
source transmitter transmits its message x at a rate of R, and
by definition of Ci , if R ≤ Ci , then there exists a transmitterreceiver strategy that enables reliable communication for the
transmitter and the receiver i, and if R > Ci , reliable communication is impossible. To capture this, we introduce receiver
i’s communication rate (Ri0 ) as:
(
R, if R ≤ Ci
0
Ri =
0, if R > Ci

i∈N

PT + PJ ≤ P
R > Ce , ∃e ∈
/ N , Ce ≥ Cj , ∀j ∈
/N
R ≤ Ci , ∀i ∈ N

(3)

The first constraint is the transmitter’s power budget; the
second constraint is to enforce security and prevent any unauthorized eavesdropper from correctly decoding the message
(by definition, e is the most capable receiver outside of the
Noah network: e = argmaxi∈N
Ci ); the third constraint is to
/
accommodate all authorized receivers in the Noah network
(i.e., all Noah network receivers must have channels which
capacity exceeds the transmission rate R). The last two constraints ensure that there is a strictly positive secrecy rate,
which is the difference between the Noah user’s channel capacity and the eavesdropper’s [18, 22, 26, 30].
Our work is secure against any eavesdropper that coexists
with the Noah transmitter; if there is one eavesdropper that
can breach the integrity of the message, then the protocol
is not secure. Thus, we consider attackers that have control over their channels and the worst-case scenario for the
Noah network. In specific, we assume the best-case channel
condition H for the unauthorized eavesdroppers who coexist
with the Noah network on the same channel, as discussed in
Section 3. This strong threat model is in contrast to some
prior work in wireless confidentiality that places limitations
on the attackers’ channel conditions and assume that the attackers’ channel conditions are known to the legitimate party.
For instance, precoding approaches to separate the channel
space between legitimate receivers and the eavesdroppers are
popular [17, 18, 21, 22, 25], which approaches are ineffective if
the eavesdroppers coexist with the receivers in the channel
space (for instance, for spatial beamforming-based schemes,
the eavesdroppers can not be in between the transmitter and
the legitimate receiver). Our analysis is not only robust to
eavesdroppers having full control over its H and are freely
moving around but it is also valid for threat models that can
afford diversity for better performance such as eavesdroppers
having multiple antennas and multiple colluding attackers
(with perfect coordination), as seen in Section 6.3.

According to Theorem 1 in Section 5, Noah receivers cancel
jamming whereas the other unauthorized receivers experience
random jamming, and the artificial jamming is Gaussian due
to its optimality. As discussed in Section 4.2, Noah receiver
suppresses self-interference from fading and achieves perfect
cancellation incurring the lower bound in cancellation noise,
which is the receiver noise floor of σn2 ; Bharadia et al. [3] also

6.2

3

Main Results

In this section, we solve the optimization problem in (3)
and show that Noah is capable of secure communication for
all network receivers in the presence of unauthorized eavesdroppers that have control over their channel links. We
specifically focus on the worst-case Noah receiver and the
best-case attacker. Without loss of generality, l = argmini∈N Ci
(l is the worst-case legitimate Noah receiver) and

The electromagnetic wave propagation through air experiences power loss via diffraction, reflection, absorption, etc.;
even in open free space, there is loss from the natural expansion of the RF wave front. Even though multipath propagation makes H ≥ 1 possible, such channel phenomenon is rare,
as the amplification from multipath is quickly outweighed by
the aforementioned attenuation factors. Nevertheless, Section 6.3 provides analysis for such cases of H ≥ 1.
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e = argmaxi∈N
Ci (e is the most capable unauthorized eaves/
dropper ). For example, eavesdroppers know the location of
the source transmitter antenna and can move close to it.

2.5

2

σn2 ,

Rate (bps/Hz)

Theorem 2. For given Hl and
and in the presence of
eavesdroppers that can control He , the following provides a
strategy in PJ , PT , P, and R that solves the problem in (3):
PJ = ( H2l − 1)σn2 ,

1.5

1

0.5

P > PJ ,
PT = P − PJ ,
!
2σ 2
R = log 1 + Hl

2
− Hn
P +σn
l
2
2σn

0

− , ∃ > 0

⇐⇒ SINRn > SINRe
H l PT
He P T
⇐⇒
>
2σn2
He PJ + σn2
PJ
2
1
⇐⇒
>
−
σn2
Hl
He

(4)

2
PJ
≥
− 1 ⇒ Cl > Ce
σn2
Hl

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2σ 2

N , Ri0 = 0 and ∀i ∈ N , Ri0 = R = Cl − = log 1 + Hl

Remark 1. Attackers’ using amplifiers to increase the received power level does not help their performances as they
increase not only the signal power PT but also the interference PJ and noise power δn2 , much like how analog amplifiers
at receivers generally do not increase noise resistance.

(5)

6.3

Advanced Threats Breaking Channel Bounds

We let attackers dictate their channel conditions in Section 6.2, e.g., attackers can freely move around. In this section, we consider further advanced threats of eavesdroppers,
even though they may be impractical, and show that our
analyses still holds. The results further strengthen Noah’s
security properties (the legitimate Noah users, on the other
hand, are not as advanced as the eavesdroppers and are
bound to the model constraints). Specifically, we establish
that both increased processing (oversampling) and multiple
antennas do not help the eavesdroppers (which analyses are
omitted here due to space constraints) and then consider an
attacker that breaks the channel bound of H < 1.
The attackers were operating under the natural bound of
wireless channel propagation in Section 6.2. Here, we study
the cases where attackers can break these bounds. In specific,
the eavesdroppers have an ideal channel and are capable of
(channel-)noiseless amplification in the channel path, making
He > 1 possible. Even against such an advanced eavesdropper (the Noah users still assume the natural wireless channel,
e.g., Hl < 1), Noah still provides positive secrecy capacity
because both T and J come from the same antenna and are
physically inseparable. In such scenario, the attacker’s optimal strategy would be to maximize its channel gain, i.e.,
2σ 2
He → ∞. Then, the Noah transmitter strategy of PJ = Hnl ,
"
#
2σ 2

(6)

PT = P −

2
2σn
,
Hl

and R = log 1 + Hl

P − Hn
l
2
2σn

= Cl −, ∃ > 0

solves the optimization in (3). Relative to the case of channel

The right-hand side of Equation 8 corresponds to the capacity of worst-case Noah, i.e.,
 limHe →1 Ce = C
l . Thus, Ce < Cl
2σ 2
2
P +σn
− Hn
l
2
2σn

2
− Hn )
(P +σn
l
2
2σn

, ∃ > 0. The analysis is independent and robust to the
eavesdropper’s channel conditions, he .

Since Ce is increasing with He , the upper bound of Ce can
be obtained by He → 1:


2σ 2
(P + σn2 − Hnl )

Ce < lim Ce = log 1 + Hl
(8)
He →1
2σn2

2σ 2

attenuation (He ≤ 1), the SINR decreases by

 − , ∃ > 0 that

6.4

satisfies Ce < R < Cl . Such R, with PJ = ( H2l − 1)σn2 and
2
2σn
,
Hl

3

Theorem 2 provides a solution for the Noah transmitter’s
power and rate control that ensures both confidentiality against
eavesdroppers and delivery to all Noah receivers,
i.e., ∀i ∈
/
"

In the optimization in (3), Cl is the upper bound of R.
Since ∀i ∈ N , Ci increases with PT (as seen in Equation 2),
we fully utilize the transmission power budget, i.e., PT =
P − PJ , and minimize PJ from Equation 6 by choosing PJ =
2σ 2
( H2l − 1)σn2 . Thus, PT = P − ( H2l − 1)σn2 = P + σn2 − Hnl .
Then, from Equation 2:


2σ 2
He (P + σn2 − Hnl )

Ce = log 1 + 2He
(7)
( Hl − He + 1)σn2

PT = P + σn2 −

2

Figure 2: Rate feasible region when He is not known

The first equivalence comes from C increasing with SINR;
the second equivalence comes from Equation 1; and the third
equivalence is obtained by linear algebra. Since the attacker
has control over its channel, it can approach very closely to
the source transmitter and maximize He , i.e., He → 1 (and
1
→ 1). This choice of He → 1 is the attacker’s best stratHe
egy, as Ce is increasing with He (Equation 2 has a positive
derivative for all possible values of Hi , ∀i ∈
/ N ). From EquaJ
tion 5, we obtain the lower bound of JNR= P
2 that provides
σn
strictly positive secrecy capacity and is independent of He :

and there exists R = log 1 + Hl

1

Attacker's channel advantage over Noah's, 

Proof. We focus on the secrecy capacity between l and
e, Cl − Ce . Because z > Ce ⇔ z > Cj , ∀j ∈
/ N by definition
of e, and C is injective and monotonic with PT , PJ , and H
for Noah users (Equation 2), focusing on the two users l and
e is equivalent to solving the many-user conditions in (3).
Cl − Ce > 0 ⇔ Cl > Ce yields feasibility:
Cl > Ce

0

P − Hn
l

2σ 2

n
2−
P +σn
Hl

.

Numerical Results

We study the per-user performance since there is one source
transmitter, and to study the behavior with varying He , we

solves the problem in (3).
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#
−

e
introduce γ = H
, the attacker’s advantage in channel over
Hl
Noah’s. For instance, if γ < 1, the attacker has worse channel
than the Noah receiver. For numerical results, the channel
1
gain of the Noah user l is: Hl = −21.1 dB = 128
. The powerbudget-to-noise-ratio (PNR) is: PNR = 25.1 dB = 320.
When we do not require security and all the power budget
is used for transmission, i.e., PT = P and PJ = 0, then the
SNR of some arbitrary user i is the product of PNR and Hi ,
i.e., SNR = Hi · PNR. For a baseline performance, we define
R00 as the achievable rate when no security is implemented,
i.e., PJ = 0; in this setting, R00 = 2.585 bps/Hz. This is
the case when Noah jamming is disabled and the communication has no protection against potential eavesdroppers. If
He is known to the Noah users, then Noah users can leverage
the He information for better performance. For instance, if
γ < 1, jamming is unnecessary (PJ = 0) for confidentiality
with R = R0 = R00 .
However, in a more realistic scenario, e.g., with physically
moving attackers, Noah users do not know about the eavesdropper’s channel condition He as eavesdropping is passive.
Then, Noah needs to choose its parameters conservatively to
ensure security, as it can not adapt its control to He . As
a consequence of conservative parameter choices, the performance suffers, e.g., even when γ < 1, the rate now only
achieves 90% of the R00 performance or lower. Figure 2 shows
the feasible region for Noah’s rate, R0 , for secure communication with γ; legitimate receivers outside of these regions
will not receive the communication. As γ increases, it has
less flexibility in R0 ; the feasible region converges to a point
as He approaches the upper bound, i.e., He → 1.
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CONCLUSION

Noah incorporates the techniques of friendly jamming and
signal cancellation to achieve wireless confidentiality. By providing a coupled transmitter-receiver strategy (jamming at
the transmitter and cancellation at the receiver) and basing the scheme on single-antenna transmission, Noah makes
the jamming and the signal transmission inseparable and realizes stronger security properties than the state-of-the-art
schemes, defeating threats that not only know and use the information about the Noah transmitter-receiver channel link
for eavesdropping but are also capable of controlling their
own channel gains or spaces. For the Noah protocol design,
we establish that the capacity-optimal choice is to imitate
channel noise for jamming (hence noise flooding) and study
the parameter control and the rate performances via theoretical analyses. At the end, Noah provides a multicast channel
that supports delivery to the network users while defeating
any eavesdropper coexisting on the medium.
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